
Happy Fall

Fall represents a time of transformation,

and it is the perfect time to reflect and

embrace change. What changes would

you like to see in yourself this school

year? Would you like to study more? Or

be a better friend? Perhaps gain more

self-confidence in yourself...Whatever it

may be, remember that you have the

power to change and grow! Just as the

leaves fall to form new buds in the spring,

embracing change can help you grow into

the person you want to be.

Do breathing exercises, listen to
music, write in a journal, play with a
pet, go for a walk or a bike ride, or do
whatever helps you shift to a better
mood.

Get support and reach out to the
people who care about you. 

Try and work through your problem.
Even if you can't solve everything,
breaking things down into smaller
tasks makes it more manageable. 

Be Positive. Most stress is
temporary!
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            Mindfulness TipMindfulness TipMindfulness Tip

Hear: wind rustling and leaves crinkling
See: changing leaf colors and leaves falling
Feel: bark texture and wind blowing
Smell:leaves burning
Taste: Apples from the orchards

Mindfulness occurs when we pay attention to what is happening in the here and
now.  Mindfulness is defined as being present, aware, paying attention, being
curious, and non-judgmental.   Research shows introducing Mindfulness to
students builds a foundation for empathy, improves students’ focus and
concentration, reduces anxiety and stress, and improves academic performance. 
 
Fall is a wonderful time to practice Mindfulness.  As we transition into
new routines,  experience the weather becoming chillier,  and witness all
the changes Mother Nature provides,  this is a wonderful time to 
 celebrate change.   Change is a natural part of life and  by embracing
change around us, we become more skilled and resilient to adapting to
changes within.   Below, are a few ways to be mindful and savor the
change in seasons.

Leaf Breathing:
Using printable breathing guides or real leaves, students can practice controlled
breathing. They can inhale and exhale as they trace the edges of the leaves with
a finger. 

Fall  Nature Walk:
Heading outside for a mindful nature walk is a wonderful way to practice using
our senses:

Sensory Exploration using a Pumpkin or Football
Pumpkins and footballs both have great texture.  Children can trace the
pumpkin with a finger, feeling the bumps and ridges, or they can run their palms
over the bumpy skin of a football and trace one finger over the laces.   They can
describe the sensations they are feeling in their palms and fingertips.  

. 

http://mindfulnessforteens.com/what-is-mindfulness-anyway/about-mindfulness/

